GIST CHILE
Cánceres Gastrointestinales
GIST AWARENESS DAY 2018
“HAGÁMOSLO POSIBLE”
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

Since July 1st we started the campaign: “HAGAMOSLO POSIBLE (LET´S MAKE IT POSSIBLE) posting in social media pictures of people supporting the campaign with their messages.

Pictures in GIST Chile Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
HAGAMOSLO POSIBLE
AWARENESS VIDEO

July 13, we launched a video about the need of GIST patients to have access to ontime diagnosis and treatmentes

https://vimeo.com/279685652

Video in GIST Chile’s Facebook, Instagram, website, Vimeo and YouTube
I was invited to present at the Catholic University Hospital, what does Fundación GIST do, its collaborative work with The Life Raft Group and Salud con Datos Project
FUNDACIÓN GIST CHILE’S
IV ANIVERSARY

August 21st: End of HAGÁMOSLO POSIBLE Campaign

Two pannel discussion meeting:

Public Policies - Speakers:
Representatives from: Health Ministry, National Cancer Forum, Senate, Health journalists, and Civil Society.

Access, Investigation and Clinic – Speakers:
Representatives from: Chilean Chamber of Pharmaceutical Innovation, Chilean Society of Medical Oncology, Clinical Oncologist, Chilean Society of Medical Devices and Fundación GIST Chile

Dr. Marcelo Garrido will present the Salud con Datos GIST Patient Registry as a “Best Practice” of collaborative work.